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(1) Introduction

All Councils must make proper provision for Internal Audit in line with the 1972 Local 
Government Act (S151) and the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. The latter 
states that a relevant Council ‘must undertake an effective Internal Audit to evaluate 
the effectiveness of its risk management, control and governance processes, taking 
into account public sector Internal Auditing standards or guidance’. 

The Council’s Internal Audit service is provided by Audit Risk Assurance (ARA) 
under a Shared Service agreement between Gloucestershire County Council, 
Gloucester City Council and Stroud District Council. ARA carries out the work 
required to satisfy this legislative requirement and reports its findings and 
conclusions to management and to this Committee. 

The guidance accompanying the Regulations recognise the Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards 2017 (PSIAS) as representing ‘proper Internal Audit practices’. The 
standards define the way in which the Internal Audit service should be established 
and undertake its operations.

The Internal Audit service is delivered in conformance with the International 
Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.

(2) Changes within 2022

ARA recognise the challenges facing the Council and local government more widely, 
to deliver high quality services and to meet the expectations of residents and other 
stakeholders.

ARA are firmly committed to helping the Council and its officers to manage their 
risks, to deliver services and to be successful in achieving objectives.

Therefore, ARA have reviewed how we work and how we can best help the Council 
to meet its challenges. We have commenced a journey to initiate improvements in a 
number of areas and, by doing so, improve the service that we provide to the 
Council.

The Committee are asked to note the following changes that will take place within 
2022. These include:

i. Changing the format of ARA activity reports will occur from January 2022. Our 
reports will be more focussed, concise and dynamic, clearly highlighting the 
areas that need to be addressed by management.

ii. The risks identified in ARA reports will be rated using a High, Medium and Low 
categorisation. 

iii. The style of reporting to the Committee will also change in 2022/23. In particular, 
the Internal Audit Progress Report will be split into two. Firstly, the summaries of 
Internal Audit reports will be more concise highlighting just the salient points. 
Secondly the summary of Internal Audit activity will be red, amber or green 
(RAG) rated to show the progress of individual audits:
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- Red will indicate an audit that is unlikely to be completed in-year;
- Amber will indicate a delay to the start of an audit; and
- Green will indicate that an audit is due to commence in the quarter stated in 

the Internal Audit Plan.

iv. From April 2022, ARA will introduce Recommendation Progress Monitoring 
reports. These will be issued by Internal Audit ahead of the Committee, to the 
management responsible for implementing the recommendations. Management 
will then specify the progress made in implementing the recommendations, for 
example implemented, in progress or that more time is required. 

v. The Recommendation Progress Monitoring reports will help management and 
the Committee to monitor progress on recommendation implementation across 
the Council, and to see that Internal Audit reports are being actioned.

vi. The Head of ARA’s Annual Report will be reviewed and updated to be more 
focussed and concise.

(3) Responsibilities 

Management are responsible for establishing and maintaining appropriate risk 
management processes, control systems (financial and non-financial) and 
governance arrangements. 

Internal Audit plays a key role in providing independent assurance and advising the 
Council that these arrangements are in place and operating effectively.

Internal Audit is not the only source of assurance for the Council. There are a range 
of External Audit and inspection agencies as well as management processes which 
also provide assurance. These are set out in the Council’s Code of Corporate 
Governance and its Annual Governance Statement.  

(4) Purpose of this Report

This report on Internal Audit activity summarises key progress and details in relation 
to:

i. The progress against the 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan, including the assurance 
opinions on the effectiveness of risk management and control processes;

ii. The outcomes of the 2021/22 Internal Audit activity delivered during the period 
January 2022 to February 2022; and

iii. Special investigations and counter fraud activity.

https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2110047/gcc-code-of-corporate-governance-20-21.pdf
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2110047/gcc-code-of-corporate-governance-20-21.pdf
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/2111946/gcc-ags-20-21-final-signed-dec-21.pdf
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(5) Progress against the 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan, including the 
assurance opinions on risk and control

Appendix 1 provides a summary of 2021/22 audits which have not previously been 
reported to the Audit and Governance Committee.

Appendix 2 contains a list of all the 2021/22 Internal Audit activity undertaken during 
the financial year to date. This includes, where relevant, the assurance opinions on 
the effectiveness of risk management arrangements and control processes in place 
to manage those risks. Appendix 2 also reflects the dates where activity outcomes 
have been presented to the Audit and Governance Committee. 

Definitions of the possible assurance opinions are shown below.

Assurance 
Levels

Risk Identification Maturity Control Environment

Substantial Risk Managed
Service area fully aware of the risks 
relating to the area under review and 
the impact that these may have on 
service delivery, other service areas, 
finance, reputation, Legal, the 
environment, customers, partners, and 
staff.  All key risks are accurately 
reported and monitored in line with the 
Corporate Risk Management Strategy. 

 System Adequacy – 
Robust framework of 
controls ensures that 
there is a high 
likelihood of objectives 
being achieved.

 Control Application – 
Controls are applied 
continuously or with 
minor lapses.

Satisfactory Risk Aware
Service area has an awareness of the 
risks relating to the area under review 
and the impact that these may have on 
service delivery, other service areas, 
finance, reputation, legal, the 
environment, customers, partners, and 
staff. However, some key risks are not 
being accurately reported and 
monitored in line with the Corporate 
Risk Management Strategy.

 System Adequacy – 
Sufficient framework of 
key controls for 
objectives to be 
achieved but, control 
framework could be 
stronger.

 Control Application – 
Controls are applied 
but with some lapses.

Limited Risk Naïve 
Due to an absence of accurate and 
regular reporting and monitoring of the 
key risks in line with the Corporate Risk 
Management Strategy, the service area 
has not demonstrated a satisfactory 
awareness of the risks relating to the 
area under review and the impact that 
these may have on service delivery, 
other service areas, finance, reputation, 
legal, the environment, customers, 
partners, and staff.  

 System Adequacy – 
Risk of objectives not 
being achieved due to 
the absence of key 
internal controls.

 Control Application – 
Significant breakdown 
in the application of 
control.
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(5a) Summary of Internal Audit Assurance Opinions on Risk and Control

The pie charts below show a summary of the risk and control assurance opinions 
arising from the 2021/22 Internal Audit activity undertaken between April 2021 and 
February 2022. Seven 2021/22 Internal Audit activities within this period have 
resulted in assurance opinions on risk and control. 

It is noted that the majority of ARA activity delivered to February 2022 has not 
generated an assurance opinion on risk and control, due to being a grant, 
consultancy or resource support activity. The outcomes from these areas are not 
included in the pie charts. 
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(5b) Limited Control Assurance Opinions 

Where audit activity records that a limited assurance opinion on control has been 
provided, the Audit and Governance Committee may request Senior Management 
attendance at the next meeting of the Committee to provide an update as to the 
actions taken to address the highlighted risks and associated recommendations. 

(5c) Audit Activity where a Limited Control Assurance Opinion has been 
provided 

Between January and February 2022, no limited assurance opinions on control have 
been provided. 

(5d) Satisfactory Control Assurance Opinions

Where audit activity records that whilst an overall satisfactory control assurance 
opinion has been provided, recommendations have been made that would improve 
controls and the Committee can take assurance that improvement actions have been 
agreed with management accordingly. 

(5e) Internal Audit Recommendations

During the 2021/22 period to February 2022 Internal Audit have made 37 
recommendations in total to improve the control environment. 12 of the 
recommendations are of High priority and 25 are of Medium priority. 

100% of Internal Audit recommendations have been accepted by management. 

The Committee can take assurance that all High priority recommendations will 
remain under review by Internal Audit, by obtaining regular management updates, 
until the required action has been fully completed. 

(5f) Risk Assurance Opinions

Between January and February 2022, no limited assurance opinions on risk have 
been provided. 

Where a limited assurance opinion is given, the Council’s Senior Risk Management 
Advisor is provided with the Internal Audit report(s) to enable the prioritisation of risk 
management support. 

(5g) Activity Completion Rate

In line with prior year, the ARA target is to complete and achieve 85% of the Annual 
Internal Audit Plan. This target includes appropriate consideration of any Plan 
changes within the year. 

During the 2021/22 period to February 2022 ARA has finalised 36 activities, which 
will increase further as the year progresses. 
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Appendix 2 details 28 activities as in progress or draft report issued as at February 
2022. In addition, Appendix 2 confirms that Terms of Reference have been issued 
proactively for several audit and consultancy activities due for delivery across the 
year end.  

ARA will continue to engage with the Children’s Services management team in 
recognition of the impact of the Ofsted inspection, remaining flexible in meeting the 
audit needs of the Council. This has required changes to the Audit Plan in 2021/22 
and it is anticipated that these impacts will continue into 2022/23. 

As a consequence of these changes arising from external circumstances, it is 
forecast that the 85% target may not be achieved by the point of the Annual Report 
on Internal Audit Activity 2021/22. The position against this target will continue to be 
reviewed by the service up to the point of Annual Report. 

(6) ARA Activity Breadth – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan and Other

Members agreed the Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 at the 25th March 2021 Audit and 
Governance Committee meeting. The Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 delivers a range of 
ARA activity across the Council’s Department and Service areas. Activity types 
include:

i. Internal Audit;

ii. Counter fraud activity and fraud or irregularity case review;

iii. Consultancy review or advice;

iv. Grant certification or review; 

v. Data analytics review; and

vi. Resource support for priority areas. 

All of these activity types generate an ARA outcome or conclusion, however only the 
Internal Audit activity stream will result in assurance opinions on risk and control.

When compared to prior years, the Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 includes a higher 
level of non-assurance opinion activity. This is due to the following factors:

i. An increased level of grants certification and review requirements, as a result of 
Covid-19 relevant grant funding streams received by the Council;

ii. Appropriate application of PSIAS requirements, which supports consideration 
and delivery of consultancy review within Internal Audit Plans; and

iii. The changing risks and needs of the Council, evident through the Internal Audit 
Plan 2021/22 planning and consultation process. This has resulted in increased 
consultancy review and advice activities to enable agile and added value 
outcomes from ARA work.
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The above weighting of ARA activity will impact upon the Internal Audit Progress 
Report section 5 and Appendix 2 contents. The quarterly profile of ARA activity 
(including consideration of grant certification deadlines) will also impact the volume 
of activity reported to Committee via the Internal Audit Progress Report. 

Additional activities to date which were not originally within the 2021/22 Internal Audit 
Plan include (but are not exclusive to) five additional grants requiring certification by 
specified deadlines. The new grant activities are confirmed within Appendix 2.

Appendix 2 also reflects any wider non-Plan activities completed by ARA, to ensure 
Audit and Governance Committee awareness. As reported to Committee in 
September 2021, an example of this activity type is:

i. The ongoing work by ARA to build a commercial service offer to Academies, 
including the completion of an Academy pilot internal audit. 
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Completed 2021/22 Internal Audit Activity delivered between 
January 2022 and February 2022
Summary of Substantial Assurance Opinions on Control

Service Area: Corporate Resources
Audit Activity: Coding Slips Payment Process
Background

Since January 2020 Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) has processed 
invoices where there are no purchase orders using manual coding slips (white 
slips). These contain more information than the previous ‘pink slips’, including the 
names and signatures of approvers and justification for not using a purchase 
order.

White slips were introduced to ensure robust and verifiable authorisation 
processes were in place. They also enable increased scrutiny and monitoring of 
this type of expenditure within the Council. As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic 
and remote working, an online coding form (on a platform called JADU) was also 
introduced for the authorisation of invoices where there is no purchase order. The 
aim was to mitigate a potential backlog of manual white slipped invoices and 
subsequent late payment issues.

Scope

The objectives of the audit were to review:

i. The current systems and procedures for making coding slip invoice 
payments to ensure that they are efficient and well controlled;

ii. Compliance with the coding slips payment process (small white slips and 
online JADU forms) to ensure appropriate authorisation and scrutiny; and

iii. The monitoring and oversight arrangements in place for coding slips.

Risk Assurance – Substantial
Control Assurance – Substantial 

Key Findings

Internal Audit documented the end-to-end coding slips process and can confirm 
that there is adequate separation of duties, appropriate Budget Manager and 
Budget Holder authorisation, monitoring, oversight, escalation and reporting.

Guidance is available on GCC’s intranet (Staffnet) for the shoppers and Budget 
Holders to follow. However, the Exceptions List which details the only 
circumstances when coding slips should be used is held elsewhere on Staffnet. 
The list should either be duplicated in the same area as the other coding slips 
guidance or signposted so that shoppers would easily be able to locate it. 
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There is a thorough checking process within the Payment Compliance team in the 
Business Service Centre (BSC). It is also well documented as part of the BSC’s 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and is available on a shared drive for other 
BSC staff to follow if necessary.

Prior to the pandemic the only non-purchase order coding slips in use were the 
‘small whites’. Due to enforced home working, the small white slips were 
completed electronically and emailed to the BSC for checking and processing.  It 
was at this time that the JADU online forms were also introduced.  Staffnet 
guidance encourages the use of the JADU form, but the small white slips are still 
being used in parallel. A decision will need to be made as to the optimal solution 
going forward.

Internal Audit tested a small sample of white coding slips and three JADU forms 
that had been processed between 1st July 2021 and 31st September 2021. The 
sample was selected from a broad range of service areas. The coding slips had 
been thoroughly checked within the BSC and all were accurate and in compliance 
with the Exceptions List. A process is in place for taking corrective action for any 
non-compliance identified by the BSC prior to the invoices being sent to Accounts 
Payable for processing and payment.

Four monitoring reports are produced by the Payment Compliance team as part of 
the checking process, namely:  A justification spreadsheet; a problem log; a White 
Slip monthly report; and a JADU submitted and incomplete report. The Finance 
Manager receives full copies of these reports. They are utilised for the purposes of 
monitoring trends as well as acting as an escalation point to challenge any non-
compliance.

Conclusion

Internal Audit review of the coding slips control environment verified that the 
existing processes in place are operating effectively.

Two recommendations have been made. The first was to ensure that parallel 
coding slip processes are not operated indefinitely. The second was to improve the 
nature and location of the guidance on Staffnet which will result in overall improved 
compliance.

Management Actions

The recommendations have been accepted by management and will be 
implemented by 1st September 2022. 
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Summary of Satisfactory Assurance Opinions on Control

Service Area: Corporate Resources
Audit Activity: Grievance Process
Background

A grievance process is designed to give employees and employers a fair and 
objective system to raise and review serious issues and complaints without bias. A 
formal grievance process procedure should support employees to raise concerns 
relating to a safe working environment without the fear of any negative 
repercussions. 

Grievance procedures help employees against arbitrary decisions of management 
regarding discipline, discharge, promotions or benefits. The procedures also 
provide unions and employers with a formal process for enforcing the provisions of 
their contracts of employment.

A well-structured grievance process benefits both the employer and their 
employees. It can encourage a thorough timely and satisfactory resolution to 
issues highlighted by an employee, helping to avoid lengthy and costly potential 
tribunals. 

Gloucestershire County Council’s grievance procedures are made available to 
officers through Staffnet (the Council’s intranet) and through the Gloucestershire 
Fire and Rescue Service intranet.

Scope

Internal Audit reviewed the Council’s grievance processes, to ensure that these 
are processed, managed, reported and monitored in accordance with the defined 
procedure. This included consideration of information and support provided to 
officers/managers to ensure awareness and appropriate action of the grievance 
procedure. The audit also considered the progression pathway from a complaint to 
a grievance case, to ensure cases are appropriately escalated and reported as a 
grievance.

Risk Assurance – Satisfactory
Control Assurance – Satisfactory

Key Findings

A formal project is in place for the development of grievance and conflict 
management processes. This provides defined governance and reporting 
requirements, ensuring revised processes are effectively reviewed and approved. 

A range of guidance and training have been developed and made available to 
support officers and managers in managing grievances. These are continuing to 
be developed and refined through the grievance project. 
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A revised Grievance Resolution Process document has been produced which sets 
out the formal procedure for Gloucestershire County Council. The revised process 
describes a three-stage process from informal through to appeal. It is 
recommended that future iterations of the Grievance Resolution Process provide 
further information on the options in place for employees and managers to 
consider grievances at the informal Stage One.

A spreadsheet is used by the Employee Relations Team to record and manage 
grievances and other types of case. Audit sample testing found that the 
spreadsheet was not being kept up to date effectively and it is recommended that it 
is amended to reflect the Grievance Resolution Process more accurately. 

Sample testing also identified that a Grievance Notification Form is not always 
completed for each case. The Grievance Notification Form is a key component of 
the process as it records the detail of the employee’s grievance and is designed to 
make sure the issues are clearly understood.  Arrangements also need to be put in 
place to ensure that the Employees Relations Team retain copies of all 
correspondence and documentation in relation to each case. 

No single or common cause for delays was identified during audit sample testing. 
The following examples of causes were noted: initial difficulties in identifying and 
appointing an independent member of staff to undertake the investigation; delays 
in the employee bringing the grievance providing evidence or information; and the 
employee being absent due to sickness. 

Conclusion

A well-controlled and resourced project is in place to deliver the cultural change 
aimed at better dealing with grievances at an informal stage. Moving forward this 
will become more embedded as the methods of informal resolution are more 
widely used and staff awareness grows.

Extensive arrangements are in place to communicate to employees and managers 
the informal resolutions open to them and the formal procedural requirements 
should these prove to be ineffective. 

The review identified there are appropriate arrangements in place for the 
management of grievances. The revised three-stage process was found to have 
been applied appropriately during audit sample testing by managers and 
investigating officers with the support of the Employee Relations Team. 

Management Actions

No High priority recommendations have been identified, however six Medium 
priority recommendations have been made to improve the process and the current 
arrangements in place and also to prevent unnecessary reputational harm to the 
Council.
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Summary of Consulting Activity, Grant Certification or Review and Support 
Delivered where no Opinions are provided

Service Area: Economy, Environment and Infrastructure. Community Safety.
Audit Activity: Fleet Management Project
Background

Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) (including Gloucester Fire and Rescue 
Service (GFRS), which is an integral part of GCC) operates a combined fleet of 
approximately 210 vehicles. 121 of which are managed and operated by GFRS 
and the rest by the wider Council. 

A high-level review of GCC fleet management, maintenance and procurements 
operations was undertaken by EDGE public solutions (EDGE) between November 
2020 and March 2021. The EDGE review found that, in essence, the County 
Council was operating two fleet management services in parallel. Although there 
were historic reasons for this and differences between the operation of an 
emergency service in a secure site environment and normal Council operations, 
duplication of effort was noted and provides an opportunity for improvement.

EDGE recommended that: The Council moved to a single fleet service structure 
(Corporate Transport Unit or CTU) to manage both the GCC and GFRS fleets; and 
Appropriate Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) are put in place with all services 
areas, including GFRS.

As a result, a project was established with senior representation from both the 
Economy, Environment, and Infrastructure (EEI) and the Community Safety 
Directorates sitting on the Project Steering Board. The Project Sponsor is the 
Executive Director of EEI.

Scope and Key Findings

ARA representation has been present on the Steering Board within 2021/22 to 
ensure and support good governance throughout the duration of the project.

Conclusion

ARA representation has been warmly appreciated both by the relevant 
representatives of EEI and Community Safety and by the external contractor 
leading the project and other key stakeholders in the project such as Human 
Resources. The project will continue through 2022/23 and ARA involvement will be 
ongoing.

Management Actions

There are no management actions to report.
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Service Area: Community Safety 
Audit Activity: GFRS Action Plan Follow Up Internal Audits – final Syrian 
Refugee Grant recommendation 
Background 

GFRS Internal Audit Follow Up activity on the GFRS Internal Audit Action Plan 
occurred during 2020/21 and 2021/22. The outcomes were formally reported to 
Audit and Governance Committee through the GFRS Internal Audit Follow Up - 
Progress Reports.

The GFRS Internal Audit Follow Up – Final Progress Report was presented to the 
21st January 2022 Audit and Governance Committee meeting. The report 
confirmed that: 

‘One recommendation (Syrian Refugee Grant recommendation 1) has been 
identified by Internal Audit as in progress and due for full implementation, (through 
the signing and sealing of a contract) in quarter 4 2021/22. 

Verification of recommendation implementation will be provided through the next 
Internal Audit Progress Report to Audit and Governance Committee.’

Scope

To provide assurance to Audit and Governance Committee that Syrian Refugee 
Grant recommendation 1 has been verified as implemented. 

Key Findings

Syrian Refugee Grant recommendation 1 was ‘A formal contract is put in place for 
GARAS, this contact should then be entered on the Contracts Register held by 
Gloucestershire County Council.’

A co-ordinated effort was applied by GFRS, Strategic Finance, Legal and Strategic 
Procurement to complete an EU compliant competitive tender process for the 
Gloucestershire Refugee Resettlement Programme. The outcome was the contract 
award to GARAS Ltd from April 2021 for a period of three years (with the option to 
extend for up to two years). Audit trail supports the tender process and the 
outcome, including decision for the contract award being finalised through 
‘Executive Decision Making by an Officer with Delegated Powers’. 

As at February 2022 confirmation and audit trail has been received from Legal 
Services that the Contract between GFRS and GARAS has been legally signed 
and sealed. Confirmation has also been obtained that the contract has been added 
to the contracts register for Gloucestershire County Council. Therefore, the original 
Internal Audit recommendation has been met.

Conclusion

Syrian Refugee Grant recommendation 1 has been verified as implemented. 
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Management Actions

No Management Actions are required.

Service Area: Corporate Resources
Audit Activity: Procurement Toolkit Internal Controls Advice
Background

The Procurement Toolkit project sits within the wider Procurement Transformation 
Programme at the Council. A major scoping exercise has been undertaken 
resulting in the creation of the following four work streams to be incorporated and 
developed over three phases:  

Four Work Streams: 

i. Contract Procedures (formerly Contract Standing Orders) – review, 
benchmark and update. Includes Types A-D procurements.

ii. Procurement Toolkit - develop for Types A-D procurements.  Includes 
process flows, procedures, templates, and guidance plus a Quick Guide to 
Procurement. To be located on Staffnet.

iii. Policies related to procurement activity– support Council development on 
social value, modern slavery, equalities and sustainability.

iv. Terms and conditions of contract – develop for goods, services, IT and 
frameworks.

Three Phases:

i. Phase One 

Contract Procedures – covering Types A-D procurements. Current Contract 
Procedures were benchmarked with the sector last year.  They have been 
updated and have been drafted as a two-tier model. The first tier will be the 
procedures as ‘the rules/must dos’ under which the Procurement Toolkit. The 
second tier will be the ‘how to procure’ with processes, guidance, relevant 
policy, core terms and conditions and templates appropriate to each 
procurement Type.

Procurement Toolkit (core areas) for Type A procurements consisting of: 

Stage One:  Pre-planning and Invitation to Tender plus sets of core contract 
terms and conditions.

Stage Two: Selection Questionnaire and Tender Evaluation:  Includes 
investigating the feasibility of online tender evaluation.   
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Stage Three:  Award and Post Award actions

ii. Phase Two

Type A Procurement Toolkit - additional areas and development of Type A 
Toolkit on Staffnet.

Procurement Toolkit for Types B-D procurements - development including 
contract terms and conditions.

Further development of procurement related policies including social value and 
modern slavery as required.

iii. Phase Three

Supplier Journey – including guidance on how to do business with the Council; 
where to look for opportunities; what to expect when tendering or submitting a 
quote; and minimum requirements.

Scope and Key Findings

ARA reviewed draft documentation and provided challenge and written feedback to 
the project lead in relation to activities completed in phase one, specifically the 
new Contract Procedure Rules.

Internal Audit feedback was noted and was considered by the wider project team 
with adjustments made to the Contract Procedure Rules where necessary.

Conclusion

The Procurement Toolkit project is ongoing into 2022/23, and ARA feedback will 
continue as requested.

Management Actions

The were no specific Management Actions in this regard.

Service Area: Grant Certification
Audit Activity: Lost Sales Fees and Charges Claim Three
Background

Covid-19 has impacted the Council’s ability to generate revenues in several 
service areas as a result of lockdown, government restrictions, and social 
distancing measures related to the pandemic. 
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The former Ministry of Housing, Communities, and Local Government (MHCLG), 
now the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC), 
introduced an income loss scheme to help compensate for a proportion of the 
irrecoverable and unavoidable losses from sales, fees and charges income 
generated in the delivery of services, in the financial year 2020/21.

There were a total of three claims during 2020/21 for the periods of April 2020 to 
July 2020, August 2020 to November 2020, and December 2020 to March 2021. 

The three claims were also subject to a reconciliation process. This was to be 
completed after the submission of the third claim to account for losses claimed for 
in the early part of the scheme that were ultimately recoverable, and others where 
recoverability was originally considered possible. 

Scope

To review the Lost Sales, Fees and Charges (LSFC) claim three (December 2020 
to March 2021) and provide assurance that the claim had been submitted in line 
with the guidance from the DLUHC.

Key Findings

The records supplied by the Council Strategic Finance Team identified that 
applicable loss income in 2020/21 under the Lost Sales, Fees and Charges 
scheme claim three totalled £1,437,781.

Income budgets had been correctly accounted within the claim for Economy, 
Environment, and Infrastructure (EEI) and Corporate Resources and remained 
consistent with the income budget used in LSFC claim two.

Internal Audit selected and reviewed three service areas EEI, Regulatory Services 
and Central Services (Children’s Services) accounting for £1,109,763 of applicable 
losses (77.18% of total applicable losses). Testing was undertaken to ensure that 
the budget had been correctly calculated. No issued were identified for this area.

In addition and for the sampled services, testing was undertaken to ensure that all 
lost income recorded was: 

i. As shown within the Council’s financial management system (SAP); 
ii. In accordance with the three principals of the scheme; and 
iii. Within the relevant period of the claim (December 2020 to March 2021).

Actual income received for the claim period, as shown within the Council’s 
Financial Management System, had been correctly accounted for in line with the 
schemes guidance, for EEI and Corporate Resources.

The overall income budget for Central Services was adjusted from the figures used 
as part of claim two. The budgets for the Music Service and Education Inclusion 
had been removed as a loss of income was not included within the claim for these 
services. A further budget for Advisory Teaching Service (ATS) was included 
within the claim.
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Due to the changes in respect of the overall income budget for Central Services, 
the 5% deduction rate to be charged against the grant changed from £792,869 to 
£776,822. Internal Audit can confirm this was taken into account and deducted 
correctly from the grant.

Internal Audit discussed whether reductions in expenditure had been considered 
and applied when identifying the values of lost income for Education Services. The 
Finance Business Partner stated that it was not possible to easily distinguish 
between the expenditure relating to statutory provision and that relating to traded 
services which was where a loss of income had occurred. It was, therefore, not 
possible for Internal Audit to fully confirm that the requirements of the scheme had 
been complied with and that savings in expenditure had been taken into account 
for Education Psychology and ATS (as part of the wider Central Services). The 
cost centres (two of the four claimed against) that this related to stood at a total 
claim value of £223,160 out of the overall claim three amount of £1,437,781.

Internal Audit confirmed that the parameters set out in the formula for the scheme 
have been correctly applied to the applicable losses claimed for in this period 
(December 2020 to March 2021). GCC claimed the amount of £1,090,365 after the 
required deductions (in line with the claim criteria and subsequent changes to the 
income budgets) had been made to the original calculated loss of £1,437,781. 

Conclusion

The Council submitted a Lost Sales, Fees and Charges claim for £1,090,365 under 
the scheme for December 2020 to March 2021 (claim three).

Internal Audit’s review confirmed that for the sampled areas within claim three, the 
claimed amounts of lost income were in accordance with the government guidance 
with the exception of Central Services.

The actual losses for two cost centres within Education Services could not be fully 
confirmed as claimed correctly. The Finance Business Partner stated that the 
expenditure relating to statutory and traded services was not distinguishable 
therefore, it could not be confirmed whether expenditure savings had been made.  

Management Actions

No Management Actions are required.
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Summary of Special Investigations and Counter Fraud Activities

Current Status 

The ARA Counter Fraud Team (CFT) has received fifteen new referrals in 2021/22 to 
date and continued to work on eight cases brought forward from previous years.

The service areas of the cases referred to Internal Audit within 2021/22 to date are 
categorised as follows: Adults (5); Children’s (3); Corporate (1); County Wide (1); 
Community Safety (2); and Economy, Environment and Infrastructure (3).

Nine of the fifteen in year referrals have been closed. Eight of those closed cases 
have previously been reported to the Audit and Governance Committee. 

The ninth closed case related to an agency employee who was found to be working 
for two Councils at the same time. Working for multiple employers is not in itself a 
criminal offence. In this case whilst there were no concerns about the quantity and 
quality of work provided to Gloucestershire County Council, there were concerns 
about the total number of hours a day the individual was working. Reviewed audit 
trail confirmed that most days the individual was working in excess of 15 hours 
across the two Councils. Following discussions between the line manager and the 
individual it was agreed that their working hours, in total across both Councils, would 
be capped to 50 hours per week. Additional monitoring has also been introduced to 
ensure that this requirement is adhered to. Where staff are employed through an 
agency it is difficult to identify multiple employments and therefore the system is 
reliant on having robust checks and balances in place to monitor working patterns, 
expenses claimed, and outputs produced.

In respect of the eight prior year cases, seven have been previously reported to 
Audit and Governance Committee.

The outstanding open cases will be reported to the Audit and Governance 
Committee on their conclusion.

Many of the cases referred to Internal Audit involve intricate detail and Police 
referral. This invariably results in a delay before the investigation can be classed as 
closed and reported.

Many potential attempted frauds are intercepted. This is due to a combination of 
local knowledge and credible national counter-fraud communications (including 
those from the National Anti-Fraud Network (NAFN)) being swiftly cascaded to 
teams within the Council, to support fraud awareness and prevention.

The CFT continues to provide support and guidance to Council staff in respect of 
Interviews Under Caution, court file preparation and taking witness statements where 
required.
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National Fraud Initiative (NFI)

Internal Audit continues to support the NFI which is a biennial data matching 
exercise administered by the Cabinet Office. The data collections for the 2021/22 
exercise were uploaded to the Cabinet Office between October and December 2020. 
The data matching reports resulting from the data upload were released from mid-
January 2021 onwards. 

The full NFI timetable can be found using the link available on GOV.UK – 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-fraud-initiative-timetables

Examples of data sets produced include insurance, payroll, creditors, pensions, blue 
badges and concessionary bus passes. Not all matches are investigated but where 
possible, all recommended matches are reviewed by either the appropriate service 
area or in some cases ARA. Any irregularities identified will be reviewed by the CFT. 

To date and of the total 12,215 matches, 2,498 matches have been reviewed and 29 
are being investigated. However, it should be noted that some teams may be 
reviewing the matches offline and have yet to update the NFI site. The areas 
reviewed so far include pensions, payroll to payroll and duplicate creditors. No 
specific issues have been reported as identified.

https://www.nfi.gov.uk/r/34AA62E5BC1349DFA38F24BE5DCADC53
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-fraud-initiative-timetables

